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proliferation of social media. People around the globe
author, every day, millions of blog posts, social network
status updates, etc. This rich stream of information can
be used to identify, on an ongoing basis, emerging sto-
ries, and events that capture popular attention. Sto-
ries can be identified via groups of tightly-coupled real-
world entities, namely the people, locations, products,
etc, that are involved in the story. The sheer scale, and
rapid evolution of the data involved necessitate highly
efficient techniques for identifying important stories at
every point of time.
The main challenge in real-time story identification
is the maintenance of dense subgraphs (corresponding
to groups of tightly-coupled entities) under streaming
edge weight updates (resulting from a stream of user-
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Fig. 1 Real-time identification of “bin Laden raid” story, and
connection to Engagement
generated content). This is the first work to study the
efficient maintenance of dense subgraphs under such
streaming edge weight updates. For a wide range of def-
initions of density, we derive theoretical results regard-
ing the magnitude of change that a single edge weight
update can cause. Based on these, we propose a novel
algorithm, DynDens, which outperforms adaptations
of existing techniques to this setting, and yields mean-
ingful, intuitive results. Our approach is validated by
a thorough experimental evaluation on large-scale real
and synthetic datasets.
1 Introduction
Recent years have witnessed an unprecedented prolif-
eration of social media. Millions of people around the
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globe author on a daily basis millions of blog posts,
micro-blog posts and social network status updates.
This content offers an invaluable uncensored window
into current events, and emerging stories capturing pop-
ular attention.
For instance, consider the U.S. military strike in Ab-
bottabad, Pakistan in early May 2011, which resulted
in the death of Osama bin Laden. This event was exten-
sively covered on Twitter, the popular micro-blogging
service, significantly in advance of traditional media,
starting with the live coverage of the operation by an
(unwitting) local witness, to millions of tweets around
the world providing a multifaceted commentary on ev-
ery aspect of the story. Similar, if fewer, online discus-
sions cover important events on an everyday basis, from
politics and sports, to the economy and culture (no-
table examples from recent years range from the con-
certs of Justin Bieber and the death of Michael Jackson,
to revolutions in the Middle East and the economic re-
cession). In all cases, stories have a strong temporal
component, making timeliness a prime concern in their
identification.
Interestingly, such stories can be identified by lever-
aging the real-world entities involved in them (e.g. peo-
ple, politicians, products and locations) [27]. The key
observation is that each post on the story will tend to
mention the same set of entities, around which the story
is centered. In particular, as post length restrictions or
conventions typically limit the number of entities men-
tioned in a single post, each post will tend to mention
entities corresponding to a single facet of a story. Thus,
by identifying pairs of entities that are strongly associ-
ated (recurrently mentioned together), one can implic-
itly detect facets of the underlying event of which they
are the main actors. By piecing together these aspects,
the overall event of interest can be deduced.
For example, in the case of the U.S. military strike
mentioned above, one facet, consisting of people dis-
cussing the raid, is centered around “Abbottabad” where
the raid took place, and the involvement of the “C.I.A.”;
another thread, drawing connections to bin Laden is
centered on “Abbottabad” and “Osama bin Laden”; a
third, commenting on the presidential announcement,
involves “Barack Obama” and “Osama bin Laden”; and
so on. The resulting overall story at some point of time
involves the union of these entities. Such sets of entities
can be then used by systems such as Grapevine [3] to
enable the interactive exploration of the story by users
of the system.
Given a measure to quantify the strength of associ-
ation between two entities (such as the Log-likelihood
ratio [27], the χ2 measure, or the correlation-coefficient
[5], etc.), one can abstract the real-time stream of posts
giving rise to an evolving (weighted) entity graph, de-
noting the pairwise entity association strength1. An im-
portant story can then be identified via a cohesive group
of strongly associated entity pairs; i.e. a dense subgraph
in the entity graph, given an appropriate definition of
density. Moreover, note that, as the entities in a story
need to be presented to users to facilitate navigation,
story cardinality needs to be constrained to moderate
sizes; after all, it would not be very interesting or help-
ful to present users with a story centered around 100
main entities. This process is illustrated in Figure 1.
Every post that is published, results in the weight
update of one or more edges in the entity graph. The
high frequency of post generation, coupled with our
need for timely reporting of emerging stories, necessi-
tates that the identification of dense structures in the
entity graph be highly efficient. This work thus ad-
dresses the problem of dENse subGrAph maintenance
for edGE-weight update streaMs under sizE constraiNTs,
or Engagement for brevity. Besides being useful as-is
for identifying stories from social media in real-time,
solutions to this problem can also be used as building
blocks for more complex computations; e.g. identified
dense subgraphs can undergo diversification before be-
ing presented to the user [2], or they can be re-ranked
taking their external sparsity into account, in order to
identify (soft) clusters of associated entities.
Addressing Engagement at web scales presents
several challenges. Principal among these is that, a change
in the weight of a single edge, can impact the density of
many subgraphs, necessitating a potentially unbounded
exploration of the entity graph. Thus, any efficient so-
lution to Engagement needs to incrementally main-
tain dense subgraphs at every point of time, without
recomputing them from scratch. Moreover, there does
not exist a single definition of graph density suitable for
all scenarios; selecting the most appropriate definition
for a given setting depends, for instance, on the per-
ceived relative importance of having large, versus well-
connected, dense subgraphs. Consequently, solutions to
Engagement need to be applicable under very general
notions of density; however, existing techniques are only
applicable to very limited subsets of this problem.
In this context, in this work we propose DynDens,
an efficient algorithm for Engagement. We theoreti-
cally quantify the magnitude of change in dense sub-
graphs that a single edge weight update can cause.
Based on this, we show how maintaining some sparse
1 Note that our techniques are equally applicable irrespec-
tive of the association measure, so we will not be focusing
on any one measure in particular; in Section 5 we review two
measures used in our evaluation, and discuss how arbitrary
association measures can be efficiently used in our setting.
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subgraphs, in addition to dense ones, enables the incre-
mental maintenance of dense subgraphs. The resulting
algorithm,DynDens, makes use of an efficient index for
subgraphs, which decreases memory consumption and
processing effort. It is complemented by theoretically
sound heuristics, that can offer improved performance.
A comprehensive experimental evaluation on real and
synthetic data highlights the effectiveness of our ap-
proach.
To summarize, our main contributions in this work
are:
– Motivated by the need to identify emerging stories
in real-time, for a wide range of measures of entity
association, we formalize the problem of dENse sub-
GrAph maintenance for edGE-weight update streaMs
under sizE constraiNTs (Engagement), for a very
broad notion of graph density.
– We propose an efficient algorithm DynDens, based
on a novel quantification of the maximum possible
change effected by a single edge weight update. By
maintaining a small number of sparse subgraphs,
DynDens is able to efficiently and incrementally
compute dense subgraphs.
– We design an efficient dense subgraph index, which
decreases memory consumption and processing ef-
fort, and propose theoretically sound heuristics for
DynDens that can offer improved performance.
– We describe an update procedure to facilitate incre-
mental changes to DynDens parameters, allowing
for parameter exploration during execution without
the need to perform a full recomputation of the in-
dex.
– We validate our techniques via a thorough experi-
mental evaluation on both real and synthetic datasets.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows:
After providing a formal problem statement in Sec-
tion 2, we present our proposed algorithm DynDens
in Section 3. We explore the theoretical basis for Dyn-
Dens in Section 4, evaluate the proposed techniques
in Section 5. In Section 6 we describe a method for
dynamic threshold adjustment. We discuss some per-
formance improvements to DynDens in Section 7. Fi-
nally, we review related work in Section 8, and conclude
in Section 9.
2 Formalization
Let us now turn to defining Engagement. At a high
level, let us consider a weighted graph, with a constant
number of vertices. At every discrete time interval, the
weights of one or more edges are adjusted (including
potentially edge additions and removals). The goal is
to maintain, at each point of time, all subgraphs with
“density” greater than a given threshold.
Connections to real-time story identification:
Before fully formalizing the problem, let us first draw
some connections to its application in real-time story
identification. In this context, vertices correspond to
real-world entities, and edge weights to their (current)
pairwise association strengths (the choice of association
strength measure will depend on characteristics of the
specific problem instance; in Section 5 we discuss sev-
eral such choices). We assume that a procedure exists
for processing streams of (entity-annotated) posts, and
generating the appropriate edge weight updates at each
time interval (in Section 5 we discuss such procedures
for a variety of measures of interest).
Data model: We represent the problem domain as
i) a complete weighted graph G = (V,E) with N ver-
tices, where wij is the weight of edge between nodes
i and j; and ii) a stream of edge weight updates of
the form updatei = (a, b, δ), signifying that at time in-
stant i, the weight of the edge between vertices a and b
changed from wab to wab + δ.
Density: We define subgraph density as follows:
for every subgraph C ⊆ V , its density is dens(C) =
score(C)
S|C|
, where score(C) =
∑
i,j∈C∧i<j(wij). Sn is a
function quantifying the relative importance of a sub-
graph’s cardinality to its density; with the appropriate
choice of Sn, virtually all quantifications of graph den-
sity can be represented.
Note that we do not consider counter-intuitive quan-
tifications of graph density, such as (but not limited
to) a definition of density where the removal of a ver-
tex from an unweighted clique results in an increase of
its density. To safeguard against such quantifications
of density, we require that Sn have the following in-
tuitive monotonicity properties: nn−1 ≤ SnSn−1 ≤ nn−2 .
This encompasses the full spectrum of choices of den-
sity functions commonly used in the literature; typical
choices include Sn =
n·(n−1)
2 (thus density is defined
as the average edge weight, favoring small, dense sub-
graphs; we term this instantiation AvgWeight), and
Sn = n (thus density represents a generalized average
node “degree”, favoring large subgraphs; we term this
case AvgDegree). Another commonly used measure,
that lies in between the previous two, is Sn =
√
n(n−1);
we term this case SqrtDens.
Cardinality constraint: Finally, let Nmax be a
(user-specified) maximum cardinality for subgraphs of
interest. (In the context of real-time story identification,
this constraint ensures that any subgraphs identified are
small enough to be used for navigation / exploration
purposes - cf. Section 1).
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Engagement: Given the above, the goal of En-
gagement is to maintain, at every point of time i, the
subgraphs (vertex subsets) with density over a given
threshold T , subject to cardinality constraints, i.e.
{Vj |Vj ⊆ V ∧ dens(Vj) ≥ T ∧ |Vj | ≤ Nmax}. We term these
output-dense subgraphs.
Notation: Before going into the details of our pro-
posed approach, let us introduce some notation that is
used throughout this work.
We denote each vertex by a natural number, so V =
{1, · · · , N} denotes the set of vertices inG. Let eˆi be the
i’th basis vector (an N -dimensional vector, with value 1
in its i’th coordinate, and 0 elsewhere). We will denote a
subset C ⊆ V by its corresponding vector c =∑i∈C eˆi,
and will sometimes refer to either interchangeably; we
will also on occasion denote the cardinality of subset C
as |c|.
Let Γu be the neighborhood vector of vertex u: Γu =
(w1u, w2u, · · · , wNu). For convenience, we will also make
use of the following normalized version of Sn: Let gn =
Sn
n·(n−1) . By the monotonicity properties of Sn, it follows
that gn ≤ gn−1.
Unless explicitly stated, we will focus on the time
instant where the weight of the edge between vertices
a and b is updated from wab = w to w + δ. When-
ever a quantity X can be affected by this update, we
will denote its value before the update as X - and its
value after the update as X+. We omit this superscript
when it does not affect results in any way. For example,
wab
- = w, wab
+ = w + δ.
3 The DynDens approach
Let us now discuss how our proposed algorithm, Dyn-
Dens, identifies, at every point of time, all output-dense
subgraphs.
Dense subgraphs and growth property: Ob-
serve that there is an inherent tradeoff in the set of
subgraphs that DynDens will maintain, which we term
“dense” subgraphs. At one extreme, DynDens could
opt to maintain only output-dense subgraphs, with the
other extreme being to maintain all subgraphs. How-
ever, neither of these is desirable: the former because
it does not enable incremental computation of output-
dense subgraphs, the latter due to its prohibitive costs.
We will subsequently (Section 4.1.3) formally quantify
this tradeoff. For now, loosely speaking, we will say that
C is a dense subgraph iff it has density greater than a
given threshold T|C| (which is a function of the cardi-
nality of C), and cardinality of at most Nmax (for a
complete list of density-related terms used in this work
cf. Table 1). Tn is defined in a manner that ensures that
Table 1 Definitions of density-related properties
Subgraph C is · · · iff
Static properties
dense dens(C) ≥ T|C|
sparse dens(C) < T|C|
output-dense dens(C) ≥ T
too-dense dens(C) ≥ T|C|+1
Dynamic properties
stable-dense dens(C)- ≥ T|C| ∧ dens(C)
+ ≥ T|C|
newly-dense dens(C)- < T|C| ∧ dens(C)
+ ≥ T|C|
losing-dense dens(C)- ≥ T|C| ∧ dens(C)
+ < T|C|
every dense graph with n vertices has at least one dense
subgraph with n−1 vertices (thus it is possible to iden-
tify all dense subgraphs by “growing” dense subgraphs
of smaller cardinalities).
Specifically, Tn is a monotonically increasing func-
tion of n with the property Tn · gn > Tn−1 · gn−1. At a
high level, this monotonicity property ensures the de-
sired containment property mentioned earlier (see Sec-
tion 4.1 for details2). Moreover, we require that TNmax =
T 3. We discuss the concrete instantiation of Tn used by
DynDens in Section 4.1.3.
Edge weight updates: The basic operation of
DynDens is to maintain dense subgraphs, following the
update of the weight of an edge (a, b), from w to w +
δ. If this impacts the set of output-dense subgraphs,
the latter is updated as well. Handling updates with
δ < 0 (i.e. where the weight of an edge decreases) is
straightforward: all dense subgraphs containing both a
and b are examined, and their density is decreased by
an appropriate amount. If they are no longer output-
dense, this is reported; if, in addition, they are no longer
dense (losing-dense), they are evicted from the index.
Positive updates: Of greater interest is the case
where δ > 0, i.e. the edge weight update corresponds to
an increase in weight. In this case, additional subgraphs,
that were not dense prior to the update, might now
be dense (newly-dense subgraphs). DynDens leverages
the growth property to compute these as follows:
2 Another way to view dense graphs is the following: Con-
sider the measure normDens(C) = dens(C)
T|C|
, consisting of a
density measure, normalized by the threshold function Tn;
a graph C is dense iff it has normDens(C) ≥ 1. While
normDens(C) is not a suitable measure of density per se,
it has the following important growth property: every graph
C has a subgraph C′ of cardinality |C′| = |C| − 1 with
normDens(C′) ≥ normDens(C). This containment/growth
property additionally implies that, if there are no dense sub-
graphs of cardinality n, there can be no dense subgraphs of
any cardinality > n.
3 Recall that Tn is an increasing function of n, and the set
of maintained subgraphs needs to include all output-dense
subgraphs of cardinality ≤ Nmax having density ≥ T .
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– Cheap explore: DynDens will try to augment all
dense subgraphs containing either a or b, with b or
a, respectively; resulting newly-dense subgraphs will
be inserted into the dense subgraph index. In some
cases, this step alone is sufficient and/or can be ap-
plied only to a subset of these subgraphs (cf. Sec-
tion 7.1) for details).
– Explore: DynDens will try to augment dense sub-
graphs containing both a and b, with one neighbor-
ing vertex; resulting newly-dense subgraphs will be
inserted into the dense subgraph index.
– Exploration iterations: The above procedure may
need to be performed iteratively for newly-dense
subgraphs discovered via cheap exploration or ex-
ploration. Interestingly, the iteration depth is up-
per bounded by a corollary of the growth property.
Specifically, in Section 4.1.3, we define Tn parametrized
by a parameter δit that indirectly controls the num-
ber of dense subgraphs maintained by DynDens.
As we show in Section 4.1, we can guarantee that at
most d δδit e iterative exploration iterations need to
be performed, in order to identify all newly-dense
subgraphs, following an edge weight update of mag-
nitude δ.
– Explore All: In a few cases, the above exploration
may need to be performed on non-neighboring nodes
as well, resulting in a very costly procedure. In most
cases, DynDens avoids performing this procedure
via a better, implicit representation of some dense
subgraphs in the index (cf. Section 3.2.3).
In one sentence, DynDens explores the neighbor-
hood of some materialized dense subgraphs, using prun-
ing conditions for when to stop exploring around a sub-
graph. The remainder of this section aims to fill in the
blanks in the preceding sentence. We discuss the work-
ings of DynDens, and illustrate them with a practical
example in Section 3.1, followed by important techni-
cal details in Section 3.2. We defer the exposition of
the theoretical results on which DynDens is based till
Section 4.
3.1 The DynDens algorithm
Let us now discuss DynDens in greater detail, with
reference to Algorithm 1. At a high level, DynDens
maintains an in-memory index of all dense subgraphs
(we defer discussing index implementation details to
Section 3.2); at every edge weight update, it outputs in-
formation regarding subgraphs that became, or stopped
being output-dense. If the edge weight update was neg-
ative, only some index maintenance needs to be done
(line 2). Otherwise, some stable-dense subgraphs con-
Algorithm 1 Algorithm DynDens
Input: Updated edge (a, b), magnitude of update δ
1: if δ < 0 then
2: Update the density of all dense subgraphs containing
a and b; evictlosing-dense subgraphs from the index;
report any subgraphs that are no longeroutput-dense
3: return
4: for all dense subgraphs C st. a ∈ C ∨ b ∈ C do {// in-
cluding C = {a, b} if it is newly-dense}
5: if a /∈ C or b /∈ C then
6: if C should be cheap-explored and C ∪ {a, b} is
newly-dense then
7: Add C∪{a, b} to the index, report it if it is output-
dense
8: explore(C ∪ {a, b}, 2)
9: else
10: Update the density of C, report it if it just became
output-dense
11: explore(C, 1)
taining a and/or b are examined (line 4)4. Note that,
to ensure correctness, also the subgraph {a, b} may be
examined, even if it was not present in the index (base
case in line 4). Subgraphs in the index containing only
one of a, b are cheap-explored, if needed5 (line 6).
Subgraphs in the index that contain both a and b,
as well as newly-dense subgraphs previously identified,
are subsequently explored (line 11) - i.e. DynDens will
try to augment them with a neighboring node (we defer
discussing the precise details on how this is done effi-
ciently to Section 3.2). This will be recursively repeated
on any newly-dense subgraphs discovered up to d δδit e
times (the theoretical results that enable this bounding
are discussed in Section 4.1). A high-level description
of the exploration procedure is shown in Algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2 will first ensure that the subgraph should
be explored. Specifically, the subgraph should not have
been too-dense before the update (line 1), for otherwise
its dense supergraphs would have been stable-dense,
and hence already identified. Moreover, as previously
mentioned, DynDens will not explore around any sub-
graphmore times than necessary. Finally, in a few cases,
explored subgraphs will need to be augmented with ev-
ery other vertex, not just neighboring ones (Explore-
All; line 2). As the latter is a costly procedure, in Sec-
tion 3.2.3 we will present a way to mitigate the associ-
ated cost.
4 The index provides functionality to ensure that no sub-
graph is examined more than once.
5 For instance, subgraphs that were too-dense need not be
explored, as, by definition, their dense supergraphs would
have been stable-dense, and hence already identified. More-
over, this step can also be skipped in other circumstances, cf.
Section 7.1 for details.
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Algorithm 2 Procedure explore(C, i)
Input: Subgraph C. Iteration number i
1: if C was not too-dense before the update and i ≤ d δ
δit
e
and |C| < Nmax then
2: if C is too-dense then
3: for all y /∈ C do {// Explore-All}
4: Add C ∪{y} to the index; report it if it is output-
dense
5: explore(C ∪ {y}, i+ 1)
6: else
7: for all neighbors y of C do
8: if C ∪ {y} is newly-dense then
9: Add C ∪ {y} to the index; report it if it is
output-dense
10: explore(C ∪ {y}, i+ 1)
(a) Entity graph
Subgraph Density output-
dense?
Dense, before update
1, 3 1.0 Y
1, 4 1.0 Y
2, 3 1.1 Y
2, 4 1.0 Y
3, 4 1.0 Y
1, 3, 4 1.0 Y
2, 3, 4 1.03 Y
newly-dense, after update
1, 2 0.95 N
1, 2, 3 1.016 Y
1, 2, 4 0.983 N
1, 2, 3, 4 1.0083 Y
(b) Dense subgraph index
Fig. 2 Execution example
Execution Example.To illustrate the workings of Dyn-
Dens, let us examine a simple example of its execu-
tion. Consider the sample entity graph of Figure 2(a),
and assume an AvgWeight definition of density (i.e.
the density of a subgraph is its average edge weight), a
density threshold of T = 1, and a maximum desired
subgraph cardinality of Nmax = 4. Assume that δit
has been set to 0.15, so that the thresholds Tn, for
subgraphs of cardinality n to be considered dense are
T2 = 0.9, T3 = 0.975 and T4 = T = 1 (cf. Section 4.1.3
for details). Thus, the dense subgraphs for this graph
are shown in Figure 2(b) (output-dense subgraphs are
emphasized). Finally, assume that the weight of edge
(1, 2) is updated from 0.8 to 0.95 (δ = δit = 0.15). Let
us examine how DynDens will handle this update; to
facilitate this discourse, the newly-dense subgraphs that
are inserted into the index are shown in the bottom half
of Figure 2(b).
At a high level, DynDens will examine {1, 2}, as
well as all dense subgraphs containing vertex 1 and/or
2 (Algorithm 1, line 4), i.e. {1, 3}, {1, 4}, {2, 3}, {2, 4},
{1, 3, 4}, {2, 3, 4}. {1, 2} will be added to the index (Al-
gorithm 1, line 10), and will be explored (line 11). Its
exploration will entail the addition of newly-dense sub-
graphs {1, 2, 3} and {1, 2, 4} to the index (Algorithm 2,
line 8); the former will also be reported as output-dense.
Since δδit = 1, these newly-dense subgraphs will not be
further explored (Algorithm 2, line 10 and line 1). More-
over, during this exploration subgraph {1, 2, 5} will be
examined, but as its density is less than T3, it will not
be added to the index.
DynDens will also cheap-explore subgraphs {1, 3},
{1, 4}, {2, 3}, {2, 4} (Algorithm 1, line 6). This will
result in subgraphs {1, 2, 3}, {1, 2, 4} being examined
(twice each) (Algorithm 1, line 7); as they are already
present in the index, this will not affect anything. More-
over,DynDens will attempt to explore these subgraphs
(Algorithm 1, line 8); however, since δδit = 1, they will
not be explored (Algorithm 2, line 1).
Finally,DynDenswill cheap-explore subgraphs {1, 3, 4}
and {2, 3, 4}. The first cheap exploration will result in
newly-dense subgraph {1, 2, 3, 4} being added to the in-
dex, and reported as output-dense (Algorithm 1, line 7);
the second one will revisit this subgraph, and do noth-
ing. Moreover, in both cases, since |{1, 2, 3, 4}| = 4 ≥
Nmax, these subgraphs will not be explored (Algorithm 2,
line 1).
Observation: From the simplified execution exam-
ple presented above, one can observe thatDynDens (as
currently presented) can end up performing redundant
computations; e.g. some subgraphs are examined un-
necessarily many times. Subsequently, in Section 3.2.2
and Section 7.2, we discuss how to reduce such unnec-
essary computations.
3.2 Implementation considerations
Having presented DynDens at a high level, let us now
see some important considerations that arise when im-
plementing it in practice. We first introduce the un-
derlying indexing structure used by DynDens in Sec-
tion 3.2.1; this index also enables DynDens to avoid
redundant computations (Section 3.2.2) as well as the
costly operation of explore-all (Algorithm 2, line 2 cf.
Section 3.2.3).
3.2.1 Index
DynDens requires an efficient index for both the
evolving graph itself, as well as for dense subgraphs.
For the graph index, maintaining node adjacency lists
is sufficient (i.e. a mapping ∀u ∈ V : u → Γu); this
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Fig. 3 Dense subgraph index
also enables the efficient exploration of a subgraph (via
merging the relevant adjacency lists6).
The dense subgraph index is more interesting to ex-
amine, as it needs to efficiently support several func-
tionalities. To name a few: for every dense subgraph,
access to its vertices, cardinality and density; insertion,
update and deletion of dense subgraphs from the index;
iteration over all dense subgraphs containing vertices a
or b, where each subgraph must be accessed exactly one
time (needed for positive edge weight updates); and for
a given dense subgraph C, and a given vertex u, access
to subgraph C∪{u}, and insertion of C∪{u} into the in-
dex if it is not already present (needed for exploration).
Moreover, as DynDens needs to perform frequent ran-
dom accesses on dense subgraphs, the index needs to be
in-memory, so maintaining a low memory footprint is
important. As most dense subgraphs will tend to have
high overlap, the dense subgraph index should minimize
the amount of redundant information stored.
To address these requirements posed by DynDens,
we propose the following in-memory index. Each sub-
graph has a unique id corresponding to its location in
memory; it is also represented by its (sorted) set of ver-
tices.DynDens will maintain a prefix tree of dense sub-
graphs, illustrated in Figure 3. Each node in the prefix
tree contains pointers to its children, indexed by vertex
id, a pointer to its parent, as well as information (such
as cardinality and density) on the dense subgraph it
represents, if applicable. Figure 3 shows a view of the in-
dex when subgraphs {1, 3}, {1, 3, 4}, {1, 3, 5}, {3, 4, 5},
{4, 5} are dense (ignore the node labeled ∗ for now),
along with the density of each subgraph.
Additionally, to enable effective iteration over dense
subgraphs containing one or two given vertices, Dyn-
Dens will also maintain inverted lists, i.e. a mapping
from vertices to (pointers to) all subgraphs containing
a vertex. To decrease the size of inverted lists, the in-
6 Specifically, when exploring subgraph C, DynDens will
compute ΓC =
∑
v∈C Γv; for every vertex u /∈ C, the score of
C∪{u} can be computed as score(C∪{u}) = score(C)+ΓC ·eˆu.
verted list of a vertex u will only contain tree nodes
where the lexicographically largest vertex is u. Thus, in
order to iterate over all subgraphs containing u, Dyn-
Dens will iterate over all subgraphs in its inverted list,
and their tree descendants. Furthermore, to facilitate
inverted list maintenance, inverted lists are implemented
as linked lists of prefix tree nodes (shown in Figure 3 as
dashed arrows)7. Inverted lists are updated whenever a
new node is created in the tree, or when a leaf node is
deleted. Moreover, if the deletion of a leaf node results
in its parent having no children, and representing no
dense subgraph, the parent will be recursively deleted.
Our proposed dense subgraph index efficiently ad-
dresses the requirements of DynDens. Specifically, the
prefix tree enables DynDens to reduce its memory
footprint, by not storing redundantly many overlap-
ping dense subgraphs. Moreover, looking up C ∪ {u}
is O(|C|+1) in all cases (and O(1) if vertex u is lexico-
graphically greater than any other vertex in C); after
a look-up, update or insertion into the index is O(1).
Enumerating the vertices in a subgraph C is O(|C|), via
parent pointer traversal. Deleting a subgraph C from
the index is O( number of leaf nodes deleted); this is
typically O(1) and at worst O(|C|), due to the design
of the prefix tree with embedded inverted lists.
3.2.2 Avoiding redundant computation
Besides efficiently providing the requisite functionality
for DynDens, our proposed dense subgraph index can
also be used (i) to ensure that subgraphs that were
dense before the update are examined exactly once (this
is required for the correctness of DynDens), and (ii)
to greatly reduce the number of newly-dense subgraphs
that are examined more than once (without sacrificing
correctness).
The former (i) can be guaranteed by fixing the order
in which dense subgraphs are examined. Specifically, if
subgraphs containing vertices a and/or b need to be ex-
amined, and assuming a < b (lexicographically), Dyn-
Dens will traverse the subtrees of all index nodes on the
inverted list corresponding to b. Subsequently, it will
traverse the subtrees of index nodes on the inverted list
corresponding to a, stopping the traversal whenever a
b node is encountered. This procedure is aided by flags
that are set on a per-index node basis, to help Dyn-
Dens distinguish newly-dense subgraphs in the index.
For the latter (ii), we leverage the theoretical result
that all newly-dense subgraphs can be identified in at
7 To further reduce the memory footprint of the index, cir-
cularly singly-linked lists can be used; however, using doubly-
linked lists results in simpler index maintenance, esp. wrt.
deletions.
8 Svendsen, Angel, et al.
most d δδit e exploration iterations (Section 4). Upon in-
sertion into the index, dense subgraphs are annotated
with the exploration iteration at which they were iden-
tified (i in Algorithm 2); these annotations persist un-
til the end of Algorithm 1. Algorithm 2 will operate
as above for subgraphs not annotated with an iteration
number, or annotated with an iteration number greater
than the current i. Otherwise, the subgraph does not
need to be further examined.
3.2.3 Implicit representation of too-dense subgraphs
Having introduced the dense subgraph index used by
DynDens, let us now revisit a challenge posed by the
presence of too-dense subgraphs, and show how the in-
dex can be leveraged to overcome it.
Recall that a subgraph is too-dense iff, after adding
any other vertex to it, it is still dense. Thus, when ex-
ploring a too-dense subgraph, DynDens needs to con-
sider its cartesian product with the entire set of vertices
V , resulting in |V | dense subgraph insertions into the
index (explore-all, Algorithm 2, line 2). This is a very
costly procedure; unsurprisingly, it was experimentally
found to dominate all other processing costs, in cases
where too-dense subgraphs existed (cf. Section 5.1).
To avoid this cost, we propose a modification to the
dense subgraph index, which we term ImplicitTooD-
ense. At a high level, it entails the implicit represen-
tation of supergraphs of too-dense subgraphs, so that
explore-all will only examine/insert into the index a
small number of dense subgraphs.
Specifically, we introduce a fictitious vertex named
∗, which is lexicographically larger than all other ver-
tices. For every too-dense subgraph C, the index will
store a subgraph C∪{∗}, representing all C∪{y} where
y is a vertex disconnected from C; these supergraphs of
C will not be explicitly inserted in the index. Given
this convention, DynDens will handle the explore-all
procedure of a subgraph C that just became too-dense
by normally exploring all neighbors of C (as in Algo-
rithm 2, line 7), and inserting the subgraph C ∪ {∗}
into the index. For instance, revisiting Figure 3, assume
subgraph {1, 3} is too-dense. Rather than exploring,
and inserting into the index all its disconnected super-
graphs {1, 3, 6}, {1, 3, 7}, · · · , {1, 3, |V |}, DynDens has
only inserted a node representing {1, 3, ∗}.
In the unlikely event C∪{∗} needs to be explored at
any time (this would correspond to the exploration of
all supergraphs of C augmented with one disconnected
vertex), DynDens will try instead to augment C with
all edges in the graph that are not incident on C 8.
8 Moreover, DynDens does not need to examine all such
edges, but only those having high enough weight.
Because every vertex a is potentially contained in
C∪{∗}, whenever an iteration is performed on the index
(Algorithm 1, line 4), the inverted list corresponding to
∗ needs to be examined as well. This inverted list also
needs to be maintained during negative edge weight
updates, if a subgraph stops being too-dense. Finally,
note that whenever dealing with a subgraph represented
by a ∗ index entry, DynDens also needs to ensure that
the subgraph is not explicitly represented elsewhere in
the index, which is, however, a very efficient operation.
As we verify experimentally (Section 5.1), the above
ImplicitTooDense modification to the index offers
significant performance benefits to DynDens.
4 Theoretical results
Having introduced our proposed DynDens algorithm,
in this section we elaborate on its theoretical under-
pinnings. We first prove its correctness, by deriving a
bound on the number of exploration iterations that are
required, as a function of the magnitude of the edge
weight update performed (this is the basis of Dyn-
Dens, cf. Algorithm 2, line 1). Specifically, Section 4.1.2
presents a general result, on when a single exploration
iteration per stable-dense subgraph is sufficient. Sec-
tion 4.1.3 provides a concrete instantiation for Tn (recall
that Tn determines the relationship between dense and
output-dense subgraphs), based on which the desired
bound is then obtained in Section 4.1.4. We conclude
this section by discussing results pertaining to the com-
plexity of DynDens (Section 4.2).
4.1 Exploration iterations
4.1.1 Formalization
The notion of exploration iterations performed byDyn-
Dens has been used throughout its description; before
presenting theoretical results on them, this would be a
good opportunity to formalize this notion.
Let CA = {C ∪ {b}|C ⊆ V ∧ a ∈ C ∧ b /∈ C ∧
C is stable-dense} be the set of graphs consisting of a
stable-dense subgraph containing a, augmented with b
(similarly, let CB = {C ∪ {a}|C ⊆ V ∧ b ∈ C ∧ a /∈
C ∧C is stable-dense}). Let C0 = CA ∪CB ; this is the
set of all subgraphs that will be examined via cheap-
exploration only.
Let CAB = {C∪{y}|C ⊆ V ∧a, b ∈ C∧C is stable-dense∧
y is a neighbor of some node in C} be the set of graphs
consisting of a stable-dense subgraph containing a and
b, augmented with some other node; this is the set of
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all subgraphs that will be examined via a single explo-
ration iteration.
Let C1 = C0 ∪ CAB ; this is the set of graphs con-
taining a and b that consist of a stable-dense subgraph,
augmented with one node.
For i > 1, let Ci = {C∪{y}|C ∈ Ci−1∧C is newly-dense
∧y is a neighbor of some node in C}. Ci is the set
of graphs containing a newly-dense subgraph that con-
tains a, b, and is discoverable after i exploration itera-
tions.
4.1.2 When is a single exploration sufficient
Let us now provide a sufficient condition for all newly-
dense subgraphs C of cardinality |C| = n ≥ 3 to contain
a stable-dense subgraph of cardinality n−1. Specifically,
it is sufficient that:
δ ≤ (n− 2)(n− 1)(gn · Tn − gn−1 · Tn−1) (1)
Note that gn =
Sn
n·(n−1) , and the properties of Tn guar-
antee that the above bound on δ is strictly positive.
Proof :
Outline: If all n − 1 subgraphs of C were sparse
before the update, then the contributions of each vertex
in C to dens-(C) should be large. Hence, C must be very
dense. However, C was sparse before the update. Thus,
the update must have been very large. If the update is
not very large, then there will exist an n− 1 subgraph
that was dense before the update.
Detailed proof:
Let D-i =
∑
j∈C w
-
ij
Observe that
∑
i∈C D
-
i = 2 · score-(C), and, since
score+(C) = score-(C)+δ, score+(C) = 12 ·
∑
i∈C D
-
i+
δ.
Since C is newly-dense, it is the case that
1
2
·
∑
i∈C
D-i < Sn · Tn (2)
1
2
·
∑
i∈C
D-i + δ ≥ Sn · Tn (3)
Observe that for any j ∈ C, it is the case that∑
i,k∈C/{j} w
-
ik = (
1
2
∑
i∈C D
-
i)−D-j .
Assume all n− 1 subgraphs of C were sparse before
the update. Then ∀j ∈ C it is the case that:
(
1
2
·
∑
i∈C
D-i)−D-j < Sn−1 · Tn−1 (4)
From Equation 3 and Equation 4, it follows that
D-j > Sn · Tn − Sn−1 · Tn−1 − δ (5)
Summing the above over all j ∈ C, we obtain:
∑
j∈C
D-j > n · (Sn · Tn − Sn−1 · Tn−1)− n · δ (6)
From the above and Equation 2, we obtain that
2 · Sn · Tn > n · (Sn · Tn − Sn−1 · Tn−1)− n · δ ⇐⇒
δ > (n− 2)(n− 1)(gn · Tn − gn−1 · Tn−1) (7)
Thus, if the above does not hold (i.e. Equation 1
holds), C must have a n − 1 subgraph that was dense
before the update.
Corollary: The n−1 subgraph of C that was dense
before the update will either not contain one of a or b
(so augmenting it with that vertex will yield C), or it
will contain both a and b. Consequently, for values of n
where Equation 1 holds, all newly-dense subgraphs of
cardinality n will be contained in CA∪CB ∪CAB = C1.
4.1.3 Instantiating Tn
Based on the form of Equation 1, let us now propose
a convenient instantiation for Tn, that will satisfy the
requisite monotonicity properties, while greatly simpli-
fying the bounds we subsequently derive, thus provid-
ing additional intuitions. Specifically, the instantiation
of Tn that will be used throughout this work is:
Tn =
1
gn
(
gNmax · T + δit ·
(
n− 2
n− 1 −
Nmax − 2
Nmax − 1
))
(8)
where δit is a tunable parameter. Note that this is a
reasonable value for Tn from a maintenance perspective
; for instance,
– if Sn = n, Tn = (n−1)T2+(n−2)δit = n−1Nmax−1 (T +
δit)− δit = O(n)
– if Sn = n(n − 1), Tn = T2 + (1 − 1n−1 )δit = T −
δit(
1
n−1 − 1Nmax−1 ) = O(1)
Importantly, this instantiation results in a much
simplified form of Equation 1, specifically δ < δit. In the
following, we will leverage this fact, to obtain a bound
on the number of exploration iterations that DynDens
needs to perform.
Moreover, for our proposed techniques to be mean-
ingful, it must be the case that Tn >> 0 ∀n ∈ {2, · · · , Nmax}.
This, along with the above simplified form of Equa-
tion 1, leads to the following validity range for δit:
δit ∈ (0, SNmaxTNmax(Nmax−2) ) ; the lower bound would cor-
respond to maintaining only output-dense subgraphs,
and the upper bound to maintaining most9 subgraphs.
9 Specifically, all subgraphs of cardinality Nmax, and most
subgraphs of lower cardinalities.
10 Svendsen, Angel, et al.
Note that the implication that δit <<
SNmaxT
Nmax(Nmax−2)
is
not overly restrictive. For instance, for Sn = n(n − 1)
δit needs to be significantly smaller than T (1+
1
Nmax−2
)
(i.e. about half the average edge weight of any output-
dense subgraph); for Sn = n δit needs to be significantly
smaller than TNmax−2 and so on.
Proof: From Tn > 0 and Equation 8 we obtain:
gNmaxT + δit ·
(
n− 2
n− 1 −
Nmax − 2
Nmax − 1
)
> 0⇐⇒
δit ·
(
1
n− 1 −
1
Nmax − 1
)
< gNmaxT ⇐⇒
δit
Nmax − n
(Nmax − 1)(n− 1) < gNmaxT ⇐⇒
(The above holds for n = Nmax focus on n < Nmax)
δit <
(Nmax − 1)(n− 1)
Nmax − n gNmaxT ⇐⇒
since 2 ≤ n < Nmax
δit <
Nmax − 1
Nmax − 2gNmaxT
4.1.4 Bounding the number of iterations
We are now able to extend Equation 1, to cases where
δ > δit.
Specifically, we will show that all newly-dense sub-
graphs of cardinality n are contained in C0 ∪ C1 · · · ∪
Cd δ
δit
e , thus in order to compute all newly-dense sub-
graphs, it is sufficient to explore around stable-dense
and newly-dense subgraphs contained in C0∪C1∪· · ·∪
Cd δ
δit
e.
Proof: Firstly, observe that an edge weight update
of magnitude δ is equivalent to i = d δδit e updates, whose
magnitudes sum up to δ. Consider, thus, the following
sequence of updates:
At step 1, we perform an update of magnitude δ −
(i− 1)δit.
At every subsequent step step = 2, · · · , i we perform
an update of magnitude δit.
Now, from Section 4.1.2, at every step step, we have
correctly computed all dense subgraphs C of cardinality
|C| ≥ n− step.
Thus, after all i steps, we have correctly computed
all dense subgraphs of cardinality n.
Finally, observe that the above procedure is equiv-
alent to
– performing a single update of magnitude δ on all
dense subgraphs, followed by
– updating newly-dense subgraphs discovered in the
previous step, and
– repeating the previous step another i− 2 times.
To further clarify the above, observe that exploring
around dense subgraphs of cardinality n will result in
newly-dense subgraphs of cardinality n+1. Thus, Dyn-
Dens only needs to explore once around stable-dense
subgraphs of cardinality n, and continue exploring only
around newly-dense subgraphs of cardinality n.
Discussion: As witnessed from the above result,
the magnitude of δ is directly correlated with the im-
pact on dense subgraphs. A useful analogy is that of
an edge weight update as a perturbation: the greater
its magnitude δ, the further away in the graph its ef-
fects can be potentially felt (i.e. the further away dense
subgraphs will need to be explored).
In this context, parameter δit offers a tunable space-
time tradeoff; by setting it to higher values, more dense
subgraphs will be maintained, but fewer exploration it-
erations will be required per edge update. Consequently,
selecting an optimal good value for δit is data-dependent;
in practice, we observe thatDynDens performs well for
a wide range of δit values.
4.2 Complexity results
Let us now conclude the exposition of theoretical re-
sults, with a discussion on complexity. In particular,
in this section we will discuss the complexity of Dyn-
Dens, followed by the complexity of the oﬄine variant
of Engagement. Our main results can be summarized
as follows. Firstly, under a wide range of assumptions,
the complexity of DynDens ranges from sublinear to
linear in the number of output-dense subgraphs. More-
over, oﬄine variants of Engagement are essentially
tractable, and our proposed techniques will generally
not offer any additional benefit for the oﬄine case (i.e.
their only benefit is enabling efficient streaming com-
putations).
4.2.1 Complexity of DynDens
Let us examine the complexity of DynDens under a
set of reasonable assumptions. Specifically, assume the
following:
1. Positive edge weight updates are uniformly distributed
to edges.
2. The average node degree in the graph is upper bounded
by a constant (independent of the graph cardinality
N)
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3. The average magnitude of positive edge weight up-
dates δ is upper bounded by a constant (indepen-
dent of N)
4. The maximum cardinality of a dense subgraph of
interest (Nmax) is constant (independent of N)
5. The ratio (number of subgraphs of cardinality n
with density ≥ T ′) over (number of subgraphs of
cardinality n with density ≥ T ”), for T ′ < T ′′, is
upper bounded by a function of n, T ′, T ′′ (indepen-
dent of N)
Let OD = |{C ⊆ V |dens(C) ≥ T }| be the number
of output-dense subgraphs.
Then, the expected cost of a positive edge weight
update (computed over all positive edge weight up-
dates) will be upper bounded by
E[cost] ≤ O(OD
N2
) (9)
Proof: For now, let us ignore the assumptions
stated above (we will gradually introduce them, as needed;
in this way, it will be easier to see what happens when
one or more assumptions are relaxed).
Let ODn = |{C ⊆ V |dens(C) ≥ T ∧ |C| = n}| be
the number of output-dense graphs of cardinality n that
our algorithm will return. OD =
∑
ODn is the number
of output-dense subgraphs.
Let NDA,n(T ) = |{C ⊆ V |A ⊆ C ∧ dens(C) ≥ T ∧
|C| = n}|. For convenience, let NDn(T ) = ND{},n(T ),
NDn = NDn(Tn) and NDA,n = NDA,n(Tn). Observe
that ODn = NDn(T )
Recall the quantity of “normalized density”
normDens(C) = dens(C)T|C| ; DynDens essentially main-
tains all subgraphs with normDens ≥ 1. Observe that
the number of subgraphs of cardinality n that our al-
gorithm maintains is none other than NDn (similarly
NDA,n is the number of subgraphs maintained that
contain a set of nodes A).
Cost of cheap-explore: The cost of cheap-exploring
a subgraph of cardinality n is at most n+|Γa| or n+|Γb|,
depending on whether b or a is contained in the sub-
graph, respectively (Recall that cheap exploration en-
tails list-merging Γa with the subgraph). The number of
subgraphs of cardinality n that will be cheap-explored
is ND{a},n+ND{b},n− 2ND{a,b},n. Thus, the number
of operations for cheap explorations is at most
Nmax∑
n=2
(ND{a},n −ND{a,b},n) · (n+ |Γa|)+
+ (ND{b},n −ND{a,b},n) · (n+ |Γb|) (10)
Let degree be the maximum degree of a node in the
entire graph (hence |Γa| and |Γb| are upper-bounded
by degree). The number of operations spent on cheap
explorations will thus less than10
Nmax∑
n=2
(ND{a},n +ND{b},n − 2ND{a,b},n) · (n+ degree)
(11)
Cost of explore: There are ND{a,b},n dense sub-
graphs of cardinality n, that will each be explored d δδit e
times. Exploration of a subgraph C will incur the cost
of computing the neighborhood of C, for a maximum
of
∑
i∈C |Γi| operations. This is upper-bounded by n ·
degree operations. Thus, the number of operations spent
on explorations will be less than
Nmax∑
n=2
ND{a,b},n · d
δ
δit
e · n · degree (12)
Thus, the total cost of a positive edge weight update
will be at most
Nmax∑
n=2
(ND{a},n +ND{b},n) · (n+ degree)+
+ND{a,b},n · (d
δ
δit
e · n · degree− 2(n+ degree)) (13)
Parametrize wrt. edge weight update proba-
bility: Now, let us assume that every edge (u, v) re-
ceives a positive edge weight update with probability
Puv, and let us compute the expected cost of a positive
edge weight update, over all such updates. It is the case
that
E [cost] ≤
∑
(u,v)∈E
Puv·
·
Nmax∑
n=2
(ND{u},n +ND{v},n) · (n+ degree)+
+ND{u,v},n · (d
δ
δit
e · n · degree− 2(n+ degree)) (14)
Let Densn = {C ⊆ V ||C| = n ∧ normDens(C) ≥
1}, and let Xn be any quantity that only depends on n,
and global properties of the graph. Now, observe that
10 Since in the following we discuss the expected cost of an
update, degree could also stand for the expected degree of a
node in a dense subgraph, although this would get unwieldy
to formally define in the general case.
12 Svendsen, Angel, et al.
∑
(u,v)∈E
Puv ·
Nmax∑
n=2
ND{u,v},n ·Xn =
=
∑
(u,v)∈E
Nmax∑
n=2
∑
C∈Densn
Puv ·Xn · [u, v ∈ C]
=
Nmax∑
n=2
Xn ·
∑
C∈Densn
∑
(u,v)∈E
Puv · [u, v ∈ C] =
=
Nmax∑
n=2
Xn ·
∑
C∈Densn
∑
u,v∈C
Puv (15)
(where [condition] is an indicator variable, equal to
1 when condition holds, and 0 otherwise).
Finally, observe that
∑
u,v∈C Puv is the probability
that an edge in C received a positive edge weight up-
date.
Similarly, we derive that
∑
(u,v)∈E
Puv ·
Nmax∑
n=2
(ND{u},n −ND{u,v},n) ·Xn =
=
Nmax∑
n=2
Xn ·
∑
C∈Densn
∑
u∈C,v/∈C
Puv (16)
where we observe that
∑
u∈C,v/∈C Puv is the proba-
bility that an edge cutting C received a positive edge
weight update.
Substituting Equation 15 withXn = d δδit e·n·degree,
and Equation 16 with Xn = (n + degree) in Equa-
tion 14, we obtain:
E [cost] ≤
Nmax∑
n=2
(n+ degree)·
·
∑
C∈Densn
P (edge cutting C was updated)+
+ d δ
δit
e · n · degree ·
∑
C∈Densn
P (edge in C was updated)
(17)
Updates uniformly distributed (Assumption
1): To take this a little further, let us assume that edge
updates are uniformly distributed, i.e.
P (edge cutting C was updated) ≤ 2|C|degreeN(N−1)
and
P (edge in C was updated) = |C|(|C|−1)N(N−1)
(Note that this assumption also enables us to define
degree as the average node degree.)
The expected cost of a positive edge weight update
is now bounded by:
E [cost] ≤
Nmax∑
n=2
NDn
N(N − 1) · n · degree·
·
(
2(n+ degree) + d δ
δit
en(n− 1)
)
=
degree
N(N − 1) ·
Nmax∑
n=2
NDn · n · (2(n+ degree) + d δ
δit
en(n− 1))
(18)
Ratio of dense over output-dense is bounded
(Assumption 5): We will proceed to show something
stronger; in cases where the number of dense subgraphs
(subgraphs with normDens ≥ 1) is reasonably close to
the number of output-dense subgraphs (subgraphs with
dens ≥ T ), our techniques are tractable and efficient in
the output-sensitive sense.
Let us assume that the distribution of dense sub-
graphs is such that the following holds, for some a(n, T ′, T ′′),
independent of N : NDn(T
′)
NDn(T”)
≤ a(n, T ′, T ”). Moreover,
let a(T ′, T ”) = maxNmaxn=2 a(n, T
′, T ”), and let a(T ”) =
maxT ′≤T” a(T
′, T ”) .
Consequently,
NDn = ODn · a(n, Tn, T ) ≤ ODn · a(T ) (19)
Substituting this into Equation 18, we obtain:
E [cost] ≤ degree
N(N − 1) · a(T ) ·
Nmax∑
n=2
ODn · n·
·
(
2(n+ degree) + d δ
δit
en(n− 1)
)
=⇒
=⇒ E [cost] < degree
N(N − 1) · a(T )·
·
(
d δ
δit
e ·N3max + (2− d
δ
δit
e)N2max + 2degreeNmax
)
OD
(20)
High-level intuition (All other assumptions):
For a better intuition, let us assume that the average
node degree in our graph (degree), an upper bound
on the magnitude of the update δ, and the maximum
cardinality of a dense subgraph of interest Nmax, are
constant (independent of N). Then, the expected cost
of a positive edge weight is upper bounded by:
E[cost] ≤ O(OD
N2
) (21)
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Interestingly, this is a sublinear function of the num-
ber of dense graphs. Moreover, since our algorithm pro-
duces output-dense subgraphs incrementally (in a non-
blocking fashion), it is tractable, and efficient, in an
output-sensitive sense.
too-dense subgraphs: Note that the proof above
does not take into account the existence of too-dense
subgraphs. Specifically, in the case of too-dense sub-
graphs, up to N explorations, instead of degree, may
need to be performed per subgraph. However, Assump-
tion 5 guarantees the absence of too-dense subgraphs
(the existence of a too-dense subgraph would cause the
ratio to be a function of N).
Moreover, note that Assumption 5 can be relaxed by
excluding from the assumption dense graphs that are
implicitly represented by ImplicitTooDense. Since
this is typically the case, our results will typically hold
also in the presence of too-dense subgraphs.
4.2.2 Oﬄine complexity
In concluding our examination of complexity results,
let us present a few results regarding the complexity of
oﬄine variants of Engagement. Specifically, we show
that the following variants are tractable:
– Top-1 : In a given graph, find the subgraph with the
highest density
– Top-k : In a given graph, find the k subgraphs with
the highest density
– Threshold : In a given graph, find all subgraphs with
density greater than a given threshold. Note that,
for this variant to be tractable, the threshold has
to be set in a manner such that there exist only a
polynomial number of output-dense subgraphs.
It is worth noting that the tractability of the above
problems should not be surprising, as they do not corre-
spond to the (NP-hard) max-clique problem, but rather
to the (easy) “any-clique” problem.
Proof outline: For Sn = n, the top-1 variant is
tractable [14]. Using Lawler’s procedure [23], the top-k
variant is tractable as well (with a k · |V | slow down fac-
tor). As a result, the threshold variant is also tractable,
if only a polynomial number of subgraphs have density
over the threshold.
Using these results, we can show similar results for
any other choice of Sn, with a slow-down factor of |V |,
as follows. Conceptually, we construct |V | different graphs,
G1, G2, · · · ,
G|V |, where the weight of edge (u, v) in graph Gi is
wiuv =
wuv ·|V |
Si
. We use [14] to compute the top-1 an-
swer for all these graphs; the best of these corresponds
to the overall top-1 answer. We proceed similarly for
the top-k and threshold variants.
Oﬄine complexity implications of DynDens
In very special cases, DynDens could be used to effi-
ciently solve the threshold oﬄine variant of Engage-
ment, with cost linear in the number of output-dense
subgraphs (O(OD)). The cases where this could hap-
pen are special in the following sense: The final oﬄine
graph needs to be incrementally built, by inserting its
edges one-by-one, in a manner that does not signifi-
cantly affect the distribution of dense subgraphs in the
evolving graph. Other than that, our techniques do not
offer any benefit for the oﬄine case of the problem.
5 Evaluation
Let us now discuss the experimental validation of our
techniques. We will first briefly go over the experimen-
tal setup. In Section 5.1 we will present experimental
evidence for the feasibility of real-time story identifi-
cation via Engagement, as well as the scalability of
our proposed approach. We will also examine the main
factors that contribute to the efficiency of DynDens.
As we have seen throughout this work, there is a
lack of existing techniques for efficiently addressing En-
gagement. Nevertheless, in Section 5.2 we evaluate
adaptations of relevant techniques to this problem, so
as to have a basis for comparison.
Finally, although efficiency has been our main focus
in this work, in Section 5.3 we present some qualitative
results that highlight the effectiveness of our approach.
Experimental setup: All algorithms evaluated
were implemented in Java, and executed on 64-bit Hotspot
VM, on a machine with 8 Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5540
cores clocked at 2.53GHz. In our experiments, only one
core was used, and the memory usage of the JVM was
capped at 25G of RAM (the actual memory consump-
tion was typically lower). Finally, in all performance
experiments, the time reported is the median time of 3
identical runs.
Datasets: Unless otherwise noted, all our exper-
iments were run using real-world datasets, based on a
sample of all tweets for May 1st, 2011 (Our dataset con-
sisted of 13.8M tweets. The sampling was performed by
Twitter itself, as part of the restricted access provided
to its data stream; for details cf. tinyurl.com/twsam).
From these, we removed non-English tweets, and tweets
that were labeled as spam (using an in-house tweet
spam filter [25]), resulting in 3.8M tweets. Subsequently,
we used an in-house entity extractor [3] to identify men-
tions of real-world entities (such as people, politicians,
products, etc). 76.5% of the tweets did not mention
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any entity of interest; 18.3% mentioned one; 4.3% men-
tioned two, and under 1% mentioned three or more en-
tities. The entire procedure took under 1h 20’ (under
350 µsec per tweet on average).
Measuring correlation: Given these sets of co-
occurring entities, there are many ways in which entity
association can be measured; our techniques are equally
applicable, irrespective of the measure used. For our
evaluation, we selected two measures from the litera-
ture that we found to yield meaningful results under
diverse circumstances: a combination of the χ2 measure
and the correlation coefficient inspired by [5] (weighted
dataset), that has been found to be highly effective
in identifying stories in the blogosphere, as well as a
thresholded variant of the log-likelihood ratio [27] (un-
weighted dataset) that has been successfully used to
identify stories in Grapevine over an extended period
of time. In general, we note that any measure that mea-
sures strength of pairwise association, based on entity
occurrences and pairwise co-occurrences can equally be
used by our techniques.
Identifying emerging stories: Since the goal of
our techniques is to identify stories in real-time, i.e.
“stories happening now”, a mechanism for discounting
older stories is required. To achieve this, we modify
our measures of correlation, by applying exponential
decay to all entity occurrences and co-occurrences; for
instance, in our experiments we used a mean life for a
tweet of 2 hours. Note that our techniques are equally
applicable without applying any decay, but the stories
identified would then correspond to “cumulative stories
to date” (cf. Table 3 showing stories for the entire day)
as opposed to “current emerging stories”.
Approximating complex association measures:
Finally, for many measures of association (e.g. statisti-
cal measures, such as the log-likelihood ratio), the ap-
pearance of a document with just a single entity, can
influence the weight of all edges in the graph (e.g. the
log-likelihood ratio of a pair of entities is a function of
the number of documents that have appeared to date).
This would pose a significant challenge to incremen-
tal computations; to overcome it, we make use of the
following approximation, that is applicable to any mea-
sure: the weight of an edge connecting entities e1, e2
is computed by ignoring all documents that have ap-
peared after the latest time that either e1 or e2 ap-
peared in some document.
Intuitively, this will not significantly affect edges
connecting popular entities; indeed we observed that
in practice the resulting drop in precision entailed by
this approximation was fairly low11. Importantly, this
11 Specifically, we measured the error entailed by this ap-
proximation, i.e. the absolute difference of the approximated
approximation enables us, after observing a document
that mentions entities e1, · · · , ej , to only update the
weights of edges that are incident to at least one of
these entities are updated, i.e. only the weights of edges
{(ei, X)|i ∈ {1, · · · , j}, X ∈ V } will be updated.
Taking the above into account, the precise manner
in which our experimental datasets were created is as
follows.
For every tweet where at least one entity was iden-
tified, entity occurrences and co-occurrences were up-
dated (taking exponential decay into account, with a
mean tweet life of two hours). Thereafter, in the case of
the weighted dataset, the χ2 and correlation coefficient
of salient entity pairs was updated; the updated edge
weight was computed as max( correlation coefficient
, 0) if χ2 showed significant correlation (p < 5%), and
0 otherwise. This procedure resulted in 952K positive
edge weight updates, and 40.5M negative ones (recall
that the latter are very cheap to process).
In the case of the unweighted dataset, the log-likelihood
ratio of salient entity pairs was updated. Two entities
were connected with an edge iff each entity appeared in
at least 5 tweets, and log-likelihood showed significant
correlation (p < 1%). This procedure resulted in 43K
positive edge weight updates (edge additions), and 41K
negative ones (edge removals).
In either case, this step took under 90 seconds for
the entire day. The streams of edge weight updates were
loaded to memory before initiating our experiments,
and the updates were provided to DynDens sequen-
tially, and in-memory. This reflects the expected usage
of DynDens, as the edge weight updates that consti-
tute its input will typically be generated by another
process in real-time. All times reported correspond to
the time required to process all edge weight updates re-
sulting from a dataset, while maintaining output-dense
subgraphs after each update. Specifically, they do not
include the time required to preprocess the dataset (e.g.
entity extraction, correlation computation), nor do they
include the fixed initialization costs of DynDens (such
as JVM initialization and initialization of necessary in-
dexing structures).
value of each edge weight, minus the actual value of the cor-
relation measure, for all edges, at 100 uniformly distributed
time instants. The median error over all edges was invariably
0; the average absolute error over all edges and all time in-
stants was 0.0003 for the weighted dataset, and 0.002 for the
unweighted one, and the average relative error was 10% and
6% respectively.
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(a) AvgWeight, weighted (b) SqrtDens, weighted (c) AvgDegree, weighted
(d) AvgWeight, unweighted (e) SqrtDens, unweighted (f) AvgDegree, unweighted
(g) Effects of δit, unweighted (h) Recall of GRASP, un-
weighted
(i) Performance of GRASP rel-
ative to DynDens, unweighted
(j) Effect of heuristics, synthetic
Fig. 4 Experimental evaluation
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5.1 Efficiency and Scalability
Let us now examine some of our experimental findings.
Figures 4(a)-4(f) show the time required to process all
updates from either dataset, for a variety of definitions
of density , and for a wide range of values of den-
sity threshold T , maximum dense subgraph cardinality
Nmax. In these figures, δit has been set to 1% of its
maximum value, given the values of the other param-
eters (thus the number of maintained dense subgraphs
is typically close to the number of output-dense sub-
graphs). All runs were capped at 10 minutes (runs that
took longer than that were terminated); all figures are
cropped to exclude such time-outs.
We observe that DynDens is able to very efficiently
process large datasets, across a wide range of useful op-
erating parameters, validating its applicability for effi-
ciently addressing Engagement. The chosen param-
eters range from instances with none, or only a few
output-dense subgraphs, to instances with too many
output-dense subgraphs (in the thousands); i.e. the ex-
tremal parameter values correspond to instances of less
practical interest. Interestingly, one can observe a sharp
increase in performance beyond certain values of pa-
rameters T and Nmax. This is due to the ensuing sharp
drop in the average number of output-dense subgraphs.
For instance, with reference to Figure 4(d), the aver-
age12 number of output-dense subgraphs of cardinal-
ity at most 6, for T = 1 is 3.4K; for T = 0.8 it is
13.4K; while for T = 0.7 it is over 52K. Similar trends
can be observed in the other figures as well; for details
cf. Table 2. Finally, another interesting trend is that
DynDens exhibits higher performance for definitions
of density that are closer to normDens, such as Avg-
Weight; the reason for this is that it needs to main-
tain fewer dense subgraphs per output-dense subgraph
for such measures.
Table 2 Statistics on output-dense subgraphs
Fig-
ure
T output-
dense
sub-
graphs
T output-
dense
sub-
graphs
T output-
dense
sub-
graphs
4(a) 0.5 53 0.41 211 0.35 1.8K
4(b) 0.8 <1 0.6 32 0.5 128
4(c) 1.7 <1 1.1 13 0.9 1.1K
4(e) 1 2.2K 0.9 5.3K 0.8 215K
4(d) 1 3.4K 0.8 13.4K 0.7 52.7K
4(f) 1.9 4.3K 1.7 19K
12 Averaged over all updates, and excluding output-dense
subgraphs that are not represented in the index, e.g. most too-
dense subgraphs, augmented with a non-neighboring node (cf.
Section 3.2.3).
Having discussed the scalability and efficiency of
DynDens, let us now turn to evaluating its inner work-
ings. Firstly, let us examine the effects of the δit param-
eter. Recall that, low values of δit correspond to Dyn-
Dens materializing fewer dense subgraphs, and, corre-
spondingly, having to perform potentially more explo-
rations. In our experiments, we found our techniques to
perform equally well for a wide range of values of δit;
however, selecting a value for it, based on characteris-
tics of the dataset can be beneficial to performance. In
Figure 4(g), we show the time taken by DynDens to
process the unweighted dataset (note the semilog scale),
for Nmax = 10 and AvgWeight, across all possible
values for δit (shown normalized to its maximum value
for each threshold). We observe an interesting local op-
timum wrt. δit, arising from the tradeoff of having to
materialize more subgraphs, while enabling faster up-
dates; i.e. increasing δit improves performance, up to a
point where the additional dense subgraphs that need
to be maintained make this a performance drain. For
instance, this point is around 0.2 for T = 0.8, around
0.1 for T = 0.9, and around 0.6 for T = 1. It is also
interesting to note that this tradeoff comes into play
again for T = 1 and high δit.
As we previously saw in Section 3.2.3, Implicit-
TooDense is crucially important for DynDens to op-
erate efficiently, in the presence of too-dense subgraphs.
We validated this intuition experimentally, by execut-
ing a variant of DynDens that did not make use of Im-
plicitTooDense, on the weighted dataset, and com-
paring its runtime to that of DynDens. We experi-
mented with execution parameters (Nmax ∈ {9, 10}, T ∈
[0.44, 0.5] and with δit between 1% and 50% of its maxi-
mum value, given the values of the other parameters. In-
variably, the variant without ImplicitTooDense took
longer than 20 minutes to complete (and was killed after
20 minutes, in the interests of brevity), while DynDens
took 40-85 seconds to complete.
5.2 Comparison with other techniques
As we have already discussed throughout this work,
to the best of our knowledge, prior to DynDens, no
techniques have been proposed for efficiently address-
ing Engagement in its general form. Thus, in order
to have a basis for comparison, in this section we eval-
uate adaptations of relevant techniques to subsets of
Engagement, namely the dynamic maximal clique al-
gorithm proposed in [28] (Stix), and the Greedy Ran-
domized Adaptive Search Procedure used to identify
large quasi-cliques in [1] (Grasp). We wish to stress
that, by its very nature, this comparison is not fair,
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as the goals of the aforementioned techniques are en-
tirely different from those of Engagement, while said
techniques are not as general as DynDens.
Let us review each comparison in detail. The Stix
algorithm proposed in [28] identifies all maximal cliques
in dynamic unweighted graphs. This is similar to En-
gagement for T = 1, AvgWeight and unweighted
graphs, but subtly different, in that Engagement re-
quires the identification of all cliques. Recall that the
output of Engagement will be used to present stories
to a human user, thus the subgraphs produced cannot
be too large. If Stix were used to address Engage-
ment, and a maximal clique of cardinality e.g. 20 were
identified, all its subgraphs of cardinality e.g. 5 or less
would need to be enumerated, and provided as out-
put. (As an aside, the converse is entirely possible in
other application domains with different requirements.
E.g. if DynDens were used for community detection in
unweighted graphs, where identifying maximal cliques
might be preferable to identifying all cliques, an ad-
ditional step to filter non-maximal cliques might be
needed.)
Keeping in mind the caveats above, we implemented
Stix using an efficient in-memory hash-based index13,
and executed it on the unweighted dataset, measuring
its execution time, and ignoring the time that would
be needed for enumerating all subgraphs of maximal
cliques. We compared this runtime to DynDens with
AvgWeight, T = 1 (so as to have a basis for compar-
ison), Nmax = 5
14, and set δit to half its maximum
value, given the values of the other parameters.
Even though a comparison of Stix and DynDens
is entirely artificial, the runtime of Stix and DynDens
were roughly equal: Stix took 958 seconds to process
the dataset, compared to 936 sec for DynDens. Dyn-
Dens performed even better for lower Nmax, and took
more time for higher Nmax. Thus, we conclude that
DynDens is best suited to applications of Engage-
ment, while Stix is preferable for applications that
require identifying maximal cliques in unweighted sub-
graphs.
Let us now review the comparison to Grasp, pro-
posed in [1]. This is an approximate randomized al-
gorithm for identifying large dense subgraphs in un-
weighted graphs. While [1] has significantly more gen-
eral contributions, for the purposes of this discussion,
13 [28] does not provide indexing details, so we opted for an
efficient solution, albeit with high memory consumption. We
also experimented with an adaptation of Stix that used our
proposed index, which has much lower memory requirements,
but this invariably resulted in increased runtime for Stix.
14 Since the goal is story identification, we set Nmax to a
low value, corresponding to story cardinalities suitable for
consumption by a human.
the algorithm proposed therein can be used to identify
subgraphs with density over a given threshold T , under
AvgWeight, in unweighted graphs. Grasp will not
necessarily identify all dense subgraphs, but can be ex-
ecuted multiple times per update, to identify an increas-
ingly larger number of such subgraphs. It is important
to note that, again, the comparison with DynDens is
not straightforward, as Grasp is geared towards iden-
tifying a few large dense subgraphs, as opposed to all
dense subgraphs.
Nevertheless, we implemented Grasp, using an ef-
ficient in-memory hash-based index 15. We set the pa-
rameter α that controls its greediness vs. randomness
tradeoff to 0.5, after ensuring that this did not result
in any significant differences in performance16. We exe-
cuted Grasp on the unweighted dataset, for a varying
number of iterations per edge weight update (more it-
erations mean higher runtime, and a higher likelihood
of identifying more dense subgraphs), and measured its
runtime, and recall (fraction of output-dense subgraphs
that it identified, excluding disconnected subgraphs, as
Grasp does not produce these). We limited Grasp to
searching for subgraphs of cardinalities up toNmax = 5,
and normalized the runtime of Grasp to the runtime
of DynDens for the same parameters17 (i.e. the nor-
malized runtime of DynDens is 1). The normalized
runtime of Grasp is reported in Figure 4(i), and its
recall in Figure 4(h). As we can see, Grasp offers a
runtime/recall tradeoff, and can thus be at times more
efficient than DynDens (however, in such cases, it of-
fers recall of under 80%). Moreover, Grasp offers di-
minishing returns wrt. recall (i.e. it takes increasingly
many iterations to achieve arbitrarily high recall; even
though the increase in runtime is linear wrt. the num-
ber of iterations, the increase in recall is decidedly sub-
linear). Thus, in this context, Grasp is best suited to
identifying a sample of all dense subgraphs. However,
since high recall is of crucial importance in story iden-
tification (missing 20% of important stories would not
generally be acceptable), DynDens is best suited to
addressing Engagement in this setting.
5.3 Qualitative results
Whereas the focus of this work is to efficiently iden-
tify dense subgraphs in an incremental manner, we also
15 The index used in [1] is optimized for secondary storage,
hence not very useful for the purposes of our comparison.
16 The average (over the values of all other parameters
tested) standard deviation of varying α ∈ (0, 1) was 4%, and
the median standard deviation was 1%.
17 For DynDens we selected a reasonable value of δit, given
the values of the rest of the parameters.
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provide evidence of the effectiveness of our approach.
Evaluating the quality of our results for realtime story
identification is both inherently challenging, due to the
lack of a ground truth for what constitutes an impor-
tant story for a given medium (e.g. a micro-blogging
site vs. a news agency), as well as beyond the scope of
this work. We will thus present some sample results of
utilizing dense subgraphs for story identification.
In order to present sample results, we chose to focus
on stories at the granularity of a single day (since pre-
senting stories that were heavily discussed at a specific
date and time would be hard to process out of context).
We used a dataset similar to the “unweighted” one from
our performance experiments, with the following two
modifications: entity correlations were computed over
the entire dataset, as opposed to using exponential de-
cay; and edge weights were retained for pairs of entities
with log likelihood of over 5% significance, as opposed
to being thresholded and restricted to {0, 1}. We com-
puted dense subgraphs of cardinality up to Nmax = 5,
using AvgDegree to quantify density, so as to favor
larger dense subgraphs; for presentation purposes these
were subsequently re-ranked in a diversity-aware man-
ner [2] (subgraph overlap was penalized by multiplying
subgraph density by 1− 0.8 · ( fraction of story entities
covered by previous stories) ).
The first half of Table 3 presents the resulting top
stories. We observe that discussions on Osama bin Laden’s
death feature prominently in the list; moreover, given
the typical tone of conversation on Twitter, distinct dis-
cussions involved comparing Pres. Obama’s announce-
ment to famous athletes18, and even on the rapid prop-
agation of the news on Twitter. Other stories cover the
evolving crisis in Libya, as well as lighter, ongoing is-
sues, such as Harry Potter, and the antics of Lady Gaga.
For comparative purposes, we also performed the
same procedure on a dataset consisting of all blog posts
made on major blog hosting platforms during the same
day, and report the resulting stories in the second half
of Table 3.
18 A Cleveland blogger compared Osama bin Laden to ath-
lete LeBron James; the discussion continued on Twitter, re-
sulting in a sports-related meme around the death of bin
Laden.
19 Clint Eastwood was mentioned in conjunction with this
story as part of a meme started by comedian Steve Martin,
who jokingly tweeted that “[...] President Obama will an-
nounce that Clint Eastwood shot Osama Bin Laden”.
6 A Method for Dynamic Threshold
Adjustment at Runtime
In our discussions so far, we have assumed that the
threshold T does not change during execution. Impor-
tantly, we tacitly assumed that T is set to a value
such that the number of resulting dense subgraphs are
meaningful and of practical interest. However, in many
practical applications the characteristics of the data
stream may deviate from what had been expected; and
there is a need for an efficient procedure for updat-
ing the threshold. In particular, it is useful to set a
lower and upper limit on the number of desired output-
dense subgraphs. Then, when the number of output-
dense subgraphs leaves the specified bounds, an incre-
mental threshold update can b performed to bring the
number back in range.
The update could be performed via a brute force
algorithm as described in Section 5.2, or by reprocessing
all edge updates using DynDens with the threshold
set to the new value. However, these methods make
no use of the current information stored in the index
and consequently waste time in recalculation. We will
now examine how to efficiently update the threshold at
runtime without performing a full recomputation.
6.1 Update Procedure
The update procedure can be split into two cases: (1)when
the threshold T is increased, and (2)when the threshold
T is decreased. The case of increasing T is easy, and can
be handled by scanning the index to remove any dense
and output-dense subgraphs that no longer meet the
updated criteria.
The case of decreasing T is not as straightforward.
When the threshold T is decreased, previously non-
dense subgraphs may now be considered dense under
this new threshold (note that no subgraph can be evicted
from the index). However, unlike the positive edge up-
date case, where we could limit our search to a subset of
dense subgraphs all of which contain the updated edge,
we have no restrictions on which subgraphs may be-
come newly-dense. Consequently, an exploration must
be performed on each dense subgraph currently in the
index. In addition, each non-dense edge in the graph
must be examined to see if it has become newly-dense.
Algorithm 3 shows the steps necessary for an update
of T . Line 1 updates the δit parameter proportionally
to the change in the threshold. This ensures that δit
does not become too large or too small relative to the
updated threshold. Lines 2-4 describe the threshold in-
creasing case, while lines 5-9 the threshold decreasing
case. In the decreasing case, the first for loop (lines 6
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Table 3 Top stories, May 1st 2011
Description Entities
From tweets
Pres. Obama announces killing of Osama
bin Laden
Barack Obama,United States House Permanent Select Committee on
Intelligence,Osama bin Laden,NBC News
Commentary on death of bin Laden,
comparison to famous athletes
Barack Obama,LeBron James18,Delonte West18,Osama bin Laden
Discussions on Lady Gaga’s activities Lady Gaga,Galeria
Libya crisis:NATO Airstrike results in
death of 3 grandchildren of Gaddafi
NATO,Libya
Discussions on Harry Potter Hermione Granger,Draco Malfoy,Bella Swan
News on Osama Bin Laden’s Death
Spreads On Twitter
Clint Eastwood19,Barack Obama,United States House Permanent Select
Committee on Intelligence,Osama bin Laden,CBS News
From blog posts
Libya crisis:NATO Airstrike results in
death of 3 grandchildren of Gaddafi
NATO,Muammar al-Gaddafi,Libya
Barack Obama mocks Donald Trump at
White House dinner
White House,Barack Obama,Donald Trump,Seth Meyers,Osama bin Laden
Sony PlayStation Network Hacked Sony,PlayStation,Kazuo Hirai
U.S. Banks probed over credit default
swaps
Wells Fargo,Bank of America,Citigroup,JPMorgan Chase
The royal wedding Royal Wedding,Prince William of Wales,Kate Middleton
Pres. Obama announces killing of Osama
bin Laden
White House,Barack Obama,United States,Pakistan,Osama bin Laden
Algorithm 3 ThresholdUpdate(Told, Tnew)
Input: Previous threshold Told. New threshold Tnew
1: δit = δit ∗
Tnew
Told
2: if Told < Tnew then
3: for all dense subgraphs C do
4: evict C from the index if C is losing-dense; report if
no longer output-dense (based on Tnew)
5: else if Told > Tnew then
6: for all edges e in the graph do
7: add e to the index if newly-dense; report if output-
dense (based on Tnew)
8: for all dense subgraphs C do
9: UpdateExplore(C)
and 7) is the base case. This is necessary to ensure newly
dense edges make it into the index to then be further
explored in the second for loop. The explore procedure
called in line 9 is given by Algorithm 4 and is simi-
lar to explore procedure given in Algorithm 2. In this
case, we can stop any time a stable-dense subgraph is
found, because this subgraph would have already been
present in the index and therefore will be explored via
the for loop in line 8 of the ThresholdUpdate. Similar
to the DynDens explore procedure we are able to stop
anytime a subgraph that became newly-dense through
the update procedure is found, as it has already been
processed.
6.2 Evaluation
Experimental Setup: The threshold update algorithm
was implemented in Java, and executed on a 64-bit ma-
Algorithm 4 Procedure UpdateExplore(C)
Input: Subgraph C
1: if C is not too-dense before the update procedure and
|C| < Nmax then
2: if C is too-dense then
3: for all y /∈ C do {// Explore-All}
4: Add C ∪{y} to the index; report it if it is output-
dense (based on Tnew)
5: UpdateExplore(C ∪ {y})
6: else
7: for all neighbors y of C do
8: if C ∪{y} is newly-dense (not stable-dense) then
9: Add C ∪ {y} to the index; report it if it is
output-dense (based on Tnew)
10: UpdateExplore(C ∪ {y})
chine with an Intel(R) Core(TM) i7 CPU clocked at
2.67GHz. In our experiments, only one core was used
with the JVM memory capped at 1.5 GB.
Datasets: The data for the threshold update exper-
iments was a set of 8 synthetically generated graphs of
2 different sizes (249K nodes with 750K edge updates
and 500K nodes with 1.5M edge updates) and 4 dif-
ferent generation strategies - random, edgePreferential,
nodePreferential, nodePreferentialBoolean.
For the random, edgePreferential, and nodePrefer-
ential strategies, each update had a weight uniformly
distributed between 0.0 and 1.0, while for nodePrefer-
entialBoolean the updates took weights of either 0 or
1. In all cases, the update was negative with probabil-
ity 0.1. The strategies mainly differ in how they select
which edge to update. The random strategy selects the
edge uniformly at random, while the edgePreferential
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strategy selects an edge with probability 0.2 from a set
of predefined edge bins, otherwise it selects randomly
from the remainder of the graph. Similarly, the node-
Preferential and nodePreferentialBoolean strategies se-
lect edges such that the edge falls within bins of prede-
fined nodes with probability 0.2.
Results: To evaluate the efficiency of the threshold
update procedure, we ran threshold updates of vary-
ing magnitudes for both the increasing and decreasing
case. We compare the time taken by the update pro-
cedure to that of a full recomputation using DynDens
by treating each edge weight as an update, with the
threshold set to the final updated value and the Max-
Explore, DegreePrioritize, and ImplicitTooD-
ense optimizations turned on. We will call this pro-
cedure DynDensRecompute to distinguish it from
DynDens. We compare against this procedure rather
than the brute force algorithm described in section 5.2,
since the brute force algorithm took over 15 minutes
to complete, while DynDensRecompute finished in
several seconds.
For the case of increasing threshold, DynDensRe-
compute was initially run on the input with a thresh-
old set to 0.8. The update procedure was then run to
update T . This process was repeated to update T to
values ranging from 0.8 to 1.0 for each dataset; the re-
sults for each graph are shown in figure 6(a) with times
normalized to the run time of DynDensRecompute.
For the decreasing case,DynDensRecompute was
initially run on the input with a threshold set to 1.0,
followed by an update procedure updating to values of
T between 0.8 and 1.0. The normalized results for the
decreasing case are recorded in figure 6(b).
In both cases, only the time for the update proce-
dure to run was recorded (not the time for the initial
DynDensRecompute computation) and the median
of 3 identical runs was used. Also note, that all thresh-
old updates were run with only the ImplicitTooD-
ense optimization turned on.
As can be seen in the results, the update procedure
is much more efficient than performing a full recompu-
tation. These experiments show a decrease of about 5
to 10 times for the decreasing case, and even larger for
the increasing case.
Figures 6(c) and 6(d) give the raw runtimes in mil-
liseconds for the increasing and decreasing updates, re-
spectively. As expected for both the increasing and de-
creasing cases, a monotonic increase in runtime is seen
as the magnitude of the threshold change increases.
More accurately, the increase in runtime is caused by
the change in the number of stored subgraphs (which
is loosely correlated to the threshold change). Table 4
shows the number of stored subgraphs for each graph
at the various threshold levels. If the number of dense
subgraphs does not change, for example see the Node-
PrefBool249 and NodePrefBool500 graphs, the runtime
stays constant. The reason that the number of sub-
graphs remains unchanged in this case can be attributed
to the fact that all edge updates are of magnitude either
0 or 1 in the NodePrefBool249/500 graphs. Thus, each
update is already larger than the threshold, resulting in
a large number of dense subgraphs that do not vary as
the threshold changes from 0.8 to 1.0. We also note that
the runtime to process these particular graphs is signif-
icantly higher than the other graphs of equal size. This
can be attributed to the number of dense subgraphs
these datasets contain, which corresponds to about 3
times more than the other graphs of the same size.
7 Heuristics
We examine two additional heuristics that can offer
modest performance improvements to DynDens with-
out affecting the quality of results. Both are related to
limiting the number of explorations, and cheap explo-
rations performed.
7.1 MaxExplore
Whereas it serves to prove the correctness ofDynDens,
the bound on exploration iterations that need to be per-
formed on a subgraph C is overly pessimistic, as it is
based on several worst-case assumptions. In this sec-
tion, we develop MaxExplore, an improvement over
the previous bound, that takes the graph neighbor-
hood of the updated edge, as well as the cardinality
of the subgraph being explored, into account. As it is
a fairly cheap bound to compute, we expect MaxEx-
plore to lead to performance improvements in the case
of dense subgraphs on which multiple exploration iter-
ations would have otherwise been performed.
Specifically, we subsequently define three functions
maxExplore, maxExplorea, maxExploreb, that only de-
pend on the graph neighborhood of a and b, such that:
Exploration: If maxExplore = 3, DynDens does
not need to perform any explorations (all newly-dense
subgraphs can be identified via cheap exploration;Dyn-
Dens only needs to examine whether edge ab is newly-
dense, and perform cheap explorations). Otherwise, the
number of exploration iterations that need to be per-
formed on a subgraphC are min(maxExplore−|C|, d δδit e)
(instead of d δδit e).
Cheap exploration: Furthermore, if maxExplorea ≥
maxExploreb (similarly for the converse),DynDens only
needs to i) cheap-explore subgraphs containing only b,
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Table 4 The number of subgraphs stored in the index for each threshold.
T NodePref-
Bool500
EdgePref-
500
NodePref-
500
Random-
500
NodePref-
Bool249
EdgePref-
249
NodePref-
249
Random-
249
0.800 1501543 419342 419666 419531 753105 210078 210963 210065
0.825 1501543 385670 385818 385726 753105 193108 193787 193043
0.850 1501525 351833 351934 351974 752940 176123 176809 176253
0.875 1501525 318458 318088 318445 752940 159286 159615 159177
0.900 1501525 284487 284642 284669 752940 142288 142465 142145
0.925 1501525 250763 251143 250816 752940 125404 125460 125402
0.950 1501525 217202 217329 217308 752940 108550 108535 108508
0.975 1501525 183568 183617 183619 752940 91827 91523 91537
1.000 1501525 150129 149651 149994 752940 74948 74861 74881
Fig. 5 Threshold update evaluation
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(d) Update Decrease
and ii) cheap-explore subgraphs of cardinality≤ maxExplorea−
1 containing only a.
Our precise theoretical result, from which the above
follow directly is that: All newly-dense subgraphs C of
cardinality |C| ≥ maxExplorea belong to CA (i.e. con-
sist of a stable-dense subgraph containing a, augmented
with b; similarly for b).
The definitions of the three maxExplore functions
are as follows: Let bestb(i) be the ith largest weight
(i ∈ {1, · · · , |Γb| − 1}) of any node in Γb except a, and
let bestb(0) = w+δ; for i ≥ |Γb| define bestb(i) = 0. Let
topb(i) =
∑i
j=0 bestb(i). Let Z = 2(gNmaxT +
δit
Nmax−1
).
Let maxExplorea = min(i ∈ {3 · · ·Nmax}|topb(i − 1) ≤
Z(i − 1)− δit ∧ bestb(i) < Z) (similarly maxExploreb).
Let maxExplore = min(maxExplorea, maxExploreb).
Proof sketch: If a newly-dense subgraph of cardi-
nality n does not contain a stable-dense subgraph con-
taining a and not b (similarly, a stable-dense subgraph
containing b and not a), then the contribution of b (sim.
of a) to the subgraph’s score should be “large”. Thus,
if the maximum possible contribution of b (sim. of a)
to the score of a subgraph of cardinality n containing
a and b is “small”, then all newly-dense subgraphs of
cardinality nmust contain a stable-dense subgraph con-
taining a (sim. b). Before proving the correctness of this
procedure, we prove a related lemma.
Lemma: Denoting c = x+ eˆa + eˆb (where x · eˆa =
x · eˆb = 0), a sufficient condition for all newly-dense
subgraphs C of cardinality |C| = n ≥ 3 to belong in CA
(similarly CB) (i.e. consist of a stable-dense subgraph
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containing a, augmented with b (similarly vice-versa))
is:
max
|x|=n−2∧x·eˆa=x·eˆb=0
x · Γb − Sn · Tn + Sn−1 · Tn−1 + w + δ ≤ 0
(22)
Proof of lemma: The intuition behind this lemma
is as follows. If a newly-dense subgraph of cardinality n
does not contain a stable-dense subgraph containing a
and not b (similarly, a stable-dense subgraph containing
b and not a), then the contribution of b (sim. of a) to
the subgraph’s score should be “large”. Thus, if the
maximum possible contribution of b (sim. of a) to the
score of a subgraph of cardinality n containing a and b is
“small”, then all newly-dense subgraphs of cardinality
n must contain a stable-dense subgraph containing a
(sim. b). Specifically, let x =
∑
i,j∈x∧i<j wij . Assume C
is a newly-dense graph of cardinality n, then
x+ x · (Γa + Γb) + w + δ ≥ Sn · Tn (23)
For C to not consist of a stable-dense subgraph con-
taining a augmented with b (similarly of a stable-dense
subgraph containing b augmented with a), it is neces-
sary that X ∪ {a} (sim. X ∪ {b}) is sparse:
x+ x · Γa < Sn−1 · Tn−1 (24)
From Equation 23, it is thus necessary that
x · Γb + w + δ > Sn · Tn − Sn−1 · Tn−1 (25)
So, for n where the above does not hold for any C
of cardinality n, i.e. Equation 22 holds, all newly-dense
subgraphs C of cardinality n must consist of a stable-
dense subgraph containing a, augmented with b.
Proof: Returning to the core of our proof, from
Equation 8 we obtain:
SnTn = gnTnn(n− 1) =
=
(
gNmaxT + δit · (
n− 2
n− 1 −
Nmax − 2
Nmax − 1)
)
n(n− 1) =
= gNmaxTn(n− 1) + δitn(n− 2)+
+ δit(1− 1
Nmax − 1)n(n− 1) =
= gNmaxTn(n− 1) + δitn
n−Nmax
Nmax − 1 (26)
Sn−1Tn−1 − SnTn = gNmaxT ((n− 1)(n− 2)− n(n− 1))+
+
δit
Nmax − 1(n(n− 1−Nmax)− n+ 1
+Nmax − n(n−Nmax))
= δit − 2(n− 1)(gNmaxT +
δit
Nmax − 1) = δit − Z(n− 1)
Substituting the above into Equation 22, and using
the definition of topb(i), we obtain:
topb(n− 2) ≤ Z(n− 1)− δit
Now, by the definition of maxExplorea, all dense
subgraphs C of cardinality |C| = maxExplorea sat-
isfy Equation 7.1, and hence belong in CA. For |C| =
n > maxExplorea, by the definition of maxExplorea, we
have:
topb(n− 1) = topb(maxExplorea − 1) +
n−1∑
i=maxExplorea
bestb(i) ≤
Z(maxExplorea − 1)− δit + (n−maxExplorea)·
· bestb(maxExplorea)
(because for i > 0 , bestb(i) ≥ bestb(i + 1) )
< Z(maxExplorea − 1)− δit + (n−maxExplorea) · Z =
= Z(n− 1)− δit
Thus all subgraphs C with |C| ≥ maxExplorea sat-
isfy Equation 7.1, and hence belong in CA.
7.2 DegreePrioritize
Another challenge in the basic form of DynDens pre-
viously discussed, is that a single graph might be ex-
plored multiple times, by exploration procedures origi-
nating from each of its dense subgraphs. In this section
we develop DegreePrioritize, a way to organize the
search space, and thus often avoid performing redun-
dant explorations. DegreePrioritize is inspired by
the degree-based criterion proposed in [29]. At a high
level, it guarantees that DynDens does not need to ex-
plore (or cheap-explore) a subgraph with vertices hav-
ing dense connections to the subgraph. We thus expect
DegreePrioritize to offer the greatest benefit to per-
formance in cases of dense subgraphs on which redun-
dant, multiple-iteration explorations would have other-
wise been performed. Specifically, we show that for all
newly-dense subgraphs to be discovered, it is sufficient:
– when exploring a subgraph C, to not consider nodes
u s.t. Γ-u · c > 2|C|−1 · score+(C), and
– when cheap-exploring a subgraph C with node a
(sim. b), to not perform the cheap-exploration if
Γ+u · c > 2|C|−1 · score-(C)
Proof: Let Du = Γu ·c be a generalized “degree” of
vertex u wrt. subgraph C. We will first show a stronger
version of the growth property of Section 4.1.2, that
characterizes the node that augments a stable-dense
subgraph to obtain a newly-dense one (it is, in a sense,
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the minimum ‘degree’ node in the newly-dense sub-
graph, as quantified by Du). We then use this prop-
erty to obtain a bound on Du for single-iteration explo-
rations (i.e. when δ ≤ δit). Finally, we extend our result
to multiple-iteration explorations.
Part 1: If δ ≤ δit, for every newly-dense subgraph
C of cardinality |C| = n, let u = arg minv∈C D-v (if
two nodes have equal D-v, select the smallest one lexi-
cographically). Then C \ {u} is stable-dense .
Proof of part 1: From the theorem of Section 4.1.2,
∃v ∈ C : C \ {v} is stable-dense, i.e. score-(C \ {v}) ≥
Sn−1Tn−1. However, ∀u′ ∈ C : D-u′ ≤ D-v it is the case
that score-(C \ {u′}) = score-(C)−D-u′ ≥ score-(C)−
D-v = score
-(C\{v}) ≥ Sn−1Tn−1, i.e. C\{u′} is stable-
dense. Thus, also C \ {u} is stable-dense.
Part 2: Given the case outlined in part 1, it is the
case that D-u ≤ 2|C|−2 · score-(C \ {u}).
Proof of part 2: Since ∀i ∈ C D-u ≤ D-i, summing
over every i, we obtain: n·D-u ≤
∑
i∈C D
-
i. However, it is
the case that ∀j ∈ C score-(C \ {j}) = ( 12∑i∈C D-i)−
D-j , thus, substituting u for j, the previous equation
can be written as: n ·D-u ≤ 2score-(C \ {u})+ 2D-u, i.e.
D-u ≤ 2|C|−2 · score-(C \ {u}).
Part 3: (Extension to multiple-iteration explorations)
In the same manner as Section 4.1.4 (i.e. decomposing
one large δ update, into multiple δit-sized ones), in or-
der to cover multiple-iteration explorations, we slightly
relax the above conditions; they should reflect the weak-
est inequality that a node u would have to satisfy dur-
ing some (cheap) exploration iteration, in order to be
a candidate for exploration. This results in the two in-
equalities initially stated.
7.3 Evaluation
In our evaluation of DynDens, the above heuristics
were enabled. Thus, to evaluate their performance ben-
efits, we also evaluated variants of DynDens where ei-
ther DegreePrioritize and/or MaxExplore were
disabled, on both our weighted and unweighted datasets.
We observed that these heuristics were responsible for
very modest performance improvements of up to 4%,
and sometimes even resulted in worse performance.
By design, we expect the proposed heuristics to offer
performance benefits in cases where many explorations
would have otherwise been performed in their absence.
To validate this, and further investigate their poten-
tial to improve performance, we evaluated them on a
synthetic dataset that consisted of near-cliques, mixed
with random edges, that was generated as follows: In an
initially empty graph with 100K vertices, 250K updates
were generated, each of magnitude (0, 0.1] (with prob-
ability 0.3 the update was negative). With probability
0.9, the update occurred within one of 100 predefined
sets of 10 vertices each; otherwise, it was uniformly ran-
domly distributed to the remainder of the graph. Fi-
nally, in order to evaluate the proposed heuristics in the
absence of too-dense subgraphs, updates that would re-
sult in too-dense subgraphs for T = 0.7 and δit at 40%
of its maximum value, were rejected.
Figure 4(j) shows the time taken by each DynDens
variant (no heuristics enabled, only DegreePriori-
tize enable, only MaxExplore enabled, both heuris-
tics enabled), normalized by the time taken by the first
variant; the operating parameters were T = 0.7,Nmax ∈
{8, 9, 10}, and δit at 40% of its maximum value (note
that the Y axis does not start at 0). The proposed
heuristics are seen to offer performance improvements
of up to over 10%; thus, while not as crucial as Im-
plicitTooDense to performance, we believe that the
low effort required to implement these heuristics make
them worthwhile for inclusion in DynDens.
8 Related work
While we are not aware of any work that addresses the
maintenance of dense subgraphs in weighted graphs,
under streaming edge weight updates, for a broad defi-
nition of density, there exists a rich literature of works
dealing with related problems.
[28] addresses incremental maximal clique mainte-
nance, from a mostly theoretical perspective, and us-
ing a growth property. This is very closely related to a
special case of Engagement (namely, for unweighted
graphs,AvgWeight, and T = 1). An important differ-
ence from our work is that, this specific instantiation of
Engagement deals with all cliques, with cardinality
constraints, as opposed to maximal cliques of uncon-
strained cardinality. As discussed in Section 5.2, while
the former is better suited to real-time story identifica-
tion, the latter may be preferable in other scenarios.
[29] addresses near-clique identification, in an oﬄine
setting, again from a mostly theoretical perspective,
and using a growth property; this corresponds to the
oﬄine version of Engagement for unweighted graphs,
andAvgWeight. The techniques proposed therein can-
not be efficiently dynamized in a straight-forward fash-
ion, as the information they rely upon cannot be effi-
ciently maintained across updates. Our DegreePri-
oritize pruning condition is inspired by the parent
degree-based criterion proposed in this work. [24] ad-
dresses the same problem, using a similar growth prop-
erty, and with a focus on a parallel implementation. As
with the other works, the techniques developed therein
are not straightforward to efficiently dynamize.
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Max (quasi-) clique: Related problems occur in
the maximum clique [26] and quasi-clique literature.
To overcome the intractability and inapproximability
of this problem, heuristics (typically randomized) have
been used to discover large (quasi-) cliques. A crucial
difference from Engagement is that it requires the
enumeration of all dense subgraphs (recall that, from an
application perspective, each subgraph corresponds to
a story of interest). In contrast, works in the maximum
(quasi-) clique domain are geared towards identifying
one “good” subgraph per execution iteration. Moreover,
most such heuristic techniques are not straightforward
to efficiently dynamize.
Perhaps most closely related is the state-of-the-art
Greedy Randomized Adaptive Search Procedure used
in [1] to identify large dense subgraphs (quasi-cliques).
Although this work is more focused towards develop-
ing techniques for limited main-memory scenarios, their
techniques can be dynamized in an efficient manner to
addressEngagement for unweighted graphs andAvg-
Weight (cf. Section 5.2).
Local density: Other works have dealt with edge-
weight update semantics, albeit with much simpler defi-
nitions of density. For instance [31] and others maintain
dense subgraphs over sliding windows using neighbor-
based patterns (i.e. whether a dense subgraph should
be augmented with an additional node is decided based
on local information only). As the problem being ad-
dressed therein is very different from Engagement,
the proposed techniques are inapplicable in the latter
domain.
Max-flow: [12], [20] and others use (primarily) max-
flow based algorithms to identify dense subgraphs.While
max-flow algorithms can be dynamized [22], [18], these
algorithms can only identify and maintain clusters con-
taining user-specified nodes. In a related vein, [14] uses
max-flow to find the top-1 dense subgraph (for AvgDe-
gree); however their techniques cannot be efficiently
applied to a top-k or threshold variant, nor can they
be efficiently dynamized (the core of the proposed algo-
rithm consists of a binary search where each comparison
is a max-flow computation).
Dynamic graphs: Other works (e.g. [10], [6]) have
dealt with dynamic graph algorithms under edge weight
updates, but do not deal with density problems, focus-
ing instead on properties such as planarity, connectivity,
triangle counting, etc. A notable exception is [17], which
discusses approximation algorithms to general maxi-
mization problems in dynamic graphs. It is, however,
theoretical in nature, and its focus is on the approxima-
tion ratio of the resulting algorithm, not on efficiency.
Clustering: Related problems are also dealt with
in the incremental clustering literature (e.g. [11], [15],
[8]); however, these deal with graph node insertion and
deletion, and the proposed techniques cannot directly
accommodate streaming edge weight updates. A tan-
gentially related problem is evolutionary clustering ([7],
[21]) which identifies clusters based on both density,
and historical data; the goal is to introduce temporal
smoothing, so that clusters behave in a stable fashion
over time.
Communities of interest: [9], and its extension
[19], address the problem of supporting efficient retrieval
of important 2-neighbors of any node, where the impor-
tance of a neighbor is related to local and global edge
thresholds. The focus is on better representation of ac-
tual interactions, and removal of spurious information,
and the provided insights are invaluable for any ap-
plications that involve dynamic graphs. However, the
problem examined in these works, is substantially dif-
ferent from Engagement, hence techniques proposed
in these works do not apply in Engagement.
Shingling: [13] proposes techniques to identify large
dense subgraphs in an oﬄine fashion via recursive shin-
gling. While this could potentially be dynamized, it is
geared towards large subgraphs (100-10K nodes), and
would not be effective on smaller subgraphs. [30] also
uses LSH to identify cliques of moderate size in large
graphs; it is however not easily amenable to dynamiza-
tion, as it has a significant preprocessing phase.
Data structures: Finally, the index structure used
by DynDens resembles the FP-tree [16], in that both
store overlapping subsets in a prefix tree, with inverted
lists embedded into the tree structure. However, the
FP-tree is optimized for static data, and assumes that
tree nodes can be statically ordered in a way that heuris-
tically decreases tree size; this makes it unsuitable for
Engagement, where tree nodes dynamically change.
Moreover, other improvements of the FP-tree over a
plain prefix tree are not applicable to Engagement,
as the problems solved are different.
9 Conclusions
Motivated by the need to mine important stories and
events from the social media collective, as they emerge,
in this work we examine the problem of maintaining
dense subgraphs under streaming edge weight updates.
For a broad definition of graph density, we propose
the first efficient algorithm, DynDens, which is based
on novel theoretical results regarding the magnitude of
change that a single edge weight update can have.Dyn-
Dens is highly efficient, and able to gracefully scale to
rapidly evolving datasets, and we validate the efficiency
and effectiveness of our approach via a thorough eval-
uation on real and synthetic datasets. In addition, we
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examine the dynamic adjustment of the density thresh-
old T during execution, demonstrating that our incre-
mental update procedure, provides great improvements
over a full recomputation strategy.
Moreover, there are many exciting new directions
stemming from this work. For example, an important
problem in the social media space is the timely iden-
tification of online communities. While it is easy to
see how Engagement can be applied to this domain,
its characteristics are somewhat different from those of
real-time story identification (e.g. social graphs are fre-
quently directed, communities are typically subgraphs
of larger cardinality than stories, etc.), and it would be
interesting to explore how to adapt DynDens to the
diverse challenges this domain imposes.
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